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Abstract. We describe an event-based semantics-driven framework for
heterogeneous dataset integration, alignment and data analysis. The
testbed for this semantalytics prototype was the pilot study of a multi-
step experiment examining the impact of changes in a conference room
air system on air quality, human cognition and human physiology. Ex-
perimental measurements from environment sensors, human physiologi-
cal sensors, cognitive tests and saliva samples were collected at varying
sample rates and time frames. The observed data represented a variety
of data types, ranging from real-time (streaming) air-quality measures to
questionnaires and biological test results. We applied linked data prin-
ciples to the data using domain-specific and authoritative ontologies to
create an integrated knowledge graph embodying the entire experiment.
Utilizing available SPARQL extensions to the R analytics platform, we
constructed a multidimensional tensor structured around per-subject ob-
servational events, thus semantically aligning the experimental data for
analysis and modeling. Ultimately, the semantic integration and align-
ment of heterogeneous data helped provide insights across the different
experimental data types by enabling a unified analysis of the different
data modes unified through the “lens” of the event structure of the exper-
iment. This work was conducted in partnership with a multidisciplinary
team of research scientists, architects, mathematicians, engineers, under-
graduate students, and graduate students.

Keywords: semantalytics, semantics, data analytics, knowledge graphs,
sensor data, R

1 Introduction

Knowledge graphs [3] are useful for organizing heterogeneous experimental data
according to the inherent conceptual structure of the experiments capturing



that data, augmented by relevant background domain knowledge. Wilcke et.al.
[12] argue that by directly aggregating or “consuming” heterogeneous knowl-
edge into knowledge graphs and by structuring those graphs as “naturally” and
with as little loss of information as possible we can best leverage emerging data
analytics and machine learning methodology and minimize manual feature en-
gineering. When experiment-based knowledge graphs are constructed according
to linked data [2] principles using authoritative ontologies, the ensuring data
analysis pipeline has end-to-end access to not only individual measurements,
but also detailed measurement characteristics, provenance and higher-level cat-
egorizations of the data. A comprehensive and well-structured knowledge graph
of experimental data thus provides analysts with critical observations as well
as detailed experimental context, including essential metadata, that can drive
unique and valuable insights.

Fig. 1. Prototype Semantalytics Framework Overview

Figure 1 depicts a prototype semantalytics framework and pipeline for het-
erogeneous sensor data integration, analytic dataset construction, and data anal-
ysis. Our objectives for this work were pedagogical; our goal was to develop and
demonstrate in a multi-disciplinary research environment a viable, reproducible
workflow to map heterogeneous experimental data into triplestores, to access
that data from R [7] using the R implementation of SPARQL [9,10], and to
more effectively conduct multivariate data analysis within that environment.
This exercise was motivated by the potential benefits of casting heterogeneous
experimental data into linked data, including easy data integration, flexibility
in positing graph-oriented queries, and the promise of leveraging semantic rep-



resentations to more efficiently manipulate and represent heterogeneous data in
order to provide more insightful analytics results.

Our core analytical data structure, the event tensor, aggregates summary
statistics for all measurements from the knowledge graph in a four-dimensional
tensor, aligned by sampling event. The design of this unifying data structure
was driven by the multi-modal nature of the underlying use case for this work,
which analyzes of a mix of continuous and event-based data, and the mandate
to address scientific questions that require a novel conceptual organization of
this data. The tensor summarizes datasets by partitioning them across events or
steps, where those steps may not be aligned or synchronized between subjects.

Our semantics-driven framework, centered on a comprehensive knowledge
graph and the R analytics platform, has enabled the creation and use of the
event-based tensor. The tensor provides the basis for powerful data analyses and
visualizations. The framework uses Python for linked data conversion of subsets
of the experimental data and R for extracting data frames from the graph,
constructing key structures, as well as analysis and visualization.7 Researchers
had ready access to the experimental knowledge graph using SPARQL queries
issued from R. Access to the data by way of the knowledge graph was strictly
enforced: SPARQL queries were the only way to import experimental data into
the analytics environment.

The remainder of the paper is structured as follows: We briefly introduce
the indoor air quality pilot study highlighting the heterogeneous and multi-
modal character of the experimental data. Next, we discuss the role of semantics
and linked data principles in structuring the experimental knowledge graph,
their immediate benefits in terms of integration, access and exploration, and
the case for structuring the data according to the semantics of the hypotheses
to facilitate analysis. We then describe the construction of the event tensor, a
multi-dimensional data structure informed by the experimental design and the
key output of our framework.8 Finally, we provide example visualizations to
demonstrate the utility of the event tensor approach.

2 Experimental Use Case: Air Quality Pilot Study

In February 2017 the Center for Architecture Science and Ecology (CASE) at
Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute 9 conducted a pilot study of the Active Modu-
lar Phytoremediation System (AMPS) 10, a plant-based bio-mechanical hybrid
for filtering indoor air while decreasing both energy consumption and expo-
sure to external air contamination associated with traditional air conditioning

7 R has been the data analytics platform of choice for Rensselaer’s Data INCITE
Laboratory for several years and thus was the basis for this work.

8 The air quality pilot study used as the test case for this framework is awaiting
publication.

9 See http://case.rpi.edu/
10 See http://case.rpi.edu/page/project.php?pageid=3

http://case.rpi.edu/
http://case.rpi.edu/page/project.php?pageid=3


systems.11 AMPS is designed to remove volatile organic compounds (VOCs),
particulate matter, toxins and other biological and chemical pollutants associ-
ated with poor indoor air quality (IAQ). Motivated by studies that link IAQ
to negative impact on worker productivity and health [1], the pilot study was
structured to measure possible physiological and cognitive effects of AMPS that
may warrant further investigation.

Fig. 2. AMPS Pilot Study Overview

The pilot study was conducted over a three-day period, presenting a set of
environmental conditions to the subjects:

Table 1. Summary of Environmental Conditions Across Air Quality Pilot Study

Day Role Objective Environmental Conditions

1 Control Exposure to normal HVAC system CO2 peaking at approx. 1000 ppm

2
HVAC off/
AMPS off

Exposure to respiratory accumulated CO2 CO2 peaking at 3500-4000 ppm

3
HVAC off/
AMPS on

Exposure to respiratory accumulated CO2
in the setting of bioremediation with AMPS

CO2 peaking at approx. 2400-2800

11 The pilot study was based on a prototype AMPS installation in the Center for
Biological and Interdisciplinary Studies (CBIS) 12 on the Rensselaer campus.



Twelve adult test subjects, divided into two groups, participated in the study.
During each of the three daily session, the test group submitted to a battery of
eleven cognitive tests (word recall, etc.; see Appendix 1); measured their blood
pressure and heart heart using a sphygmomanometer, and sampled their saliva
for later analysis of stress-related substances (cortisol and salivary alpha amy-
lase; sAA). Each subject experienced the cognitive tests, sphygmomanometer
sampling and saliva sampling in the same sequence, but the timing of each sam-
ple was not synchronized (by test subject or by day).

Over the three-day study period the following data was collected:

– Temperature, dew point, humidity: Continuously sampled over the duration
of the experiment using “HOBO” microcontroller-based platform 13

– Heart rate, breathing rate, minute ventilation: Continuously sampled only
during the daily test period using “Hexoskin” smart shirts 14

– Heart rate, systolic blood pressure, diastolic blood pressure: Sampled twice
during each daily session (between two and four readings/sample)

– Salivary Alpha Amylase (sAA) and cortisol (via saliva samples): Sampled
twice during each daily session.

– Cognitive tests (sequence of 11 tests/day) (see Appendix 1)
– Experimental log: A timestamped spreadsheet of experimental “metadata”

gathered by a study administrator.
– Subject Demographics: ID, age, sex, psychological/stress disposition

These data steams can be classified into five different modalities or types of
data: physical environment measurements, subject physiological measurements,
subject cognitive test results, subject demographics, and the experimental log.
Note that the modalities are captured a different time scales and rates, mak-
ing a unified analysis challenging. Physical environment and physiological data
were deposited in an instance of the Human-Aware Data Acquisition Frame-
work (HADatAc) 15, an ontology-driven sensor data management platform. The
Human-Aware Sensor Network Ontology (HASNetO) 16 and the Human Aware
Science Ontology (HASCO) 17 are two examples of several ontologies that in-
form the structure and management of data in HADatAc. Other data, including
the executive function, sAA and cortisol results, as well as the experimental log,
were provided via CSV files or Excel-formatted spreadsheets.

The event-based semantalytics framework was created to address the analyt-
ics questions driving this use case of the form, how do temporal changes in one
modality correspond to differences in another? For example:

– Heart rate and blood pressure are physiological indicators of stress response.
Do we see a significant physiological response due to reduced CO2 levels?

13 See Onset HOBO Data Logger http://www.onsetcomp.com/applications/
air-quality-monitoring

14 See HEXOSKIN (CARR TECHNOLOGIES INC.) https://www.hexoskin.
com/

15 See http://hadatac.org/
16 See http://bit.ly/2FwZJl4
17 See http://hadatac.org/ont/hasco/

http://www.onsetcomp.com/applications/air-quality-monitoring
http://www.onsetcomp.com/applications/air-quality-monitoring
https://www.hexoskin.com/
https://www.hexoskin.com/
http://hadatac.org/
http://bit.ly/2FwZJl4
http://hadatac.org/ont/hasco/


– Is there a physiological response to other environmental indicators such as
humidity and dew point?

– Are there a correlations between observed physiological responses and other
stress indicators, e.g. cortisol and amylase levels and cognitive tests scores?

Questions of this form arise in many domains when streaming data is cap-
tured from multiple sensors across known events and then combined with more
sparsely-measured data. For example, we employ the same event-driven seman-
tic framework to augment quality control in smart manufacturing, using modal-
ities based on the manufacturing “recipe,” the measured sensors, and sparsely-
sampled quality control tests; space does not permit discussion of that applica-
tion here.

3 Semantic Modeling of Experimental Data

The goal of this work was for the analytics researchers (teams of graduate and
undergraduate students) to utilize linked data principles to create a highly inte-
grated representation of the experimental dataset in RDF; load this graph into
a suitable triplestore18; develop a suite of SPARQL queries to extract relevant
subsets of data appropriate for different exploratory and analytical questions
(i.e. “slice and dice”); implement these queries from within the R data analyt-
ics environment; develop useful visualizations to address specific questions; and
refine the analysis through interactive sessions with the CASE scientific team.

The project work spanned the Summer and Fall of 2017 and was conducted
by undergraduate math and computer science Rensselaer Data INCITE Lab in-
terns funded by an NSF data science education grant19, and the Data Analytics
Research Lab (DARL) course students. After a brief tutorial[4] on semantic web
and linked data principles, the computer science interns focused on constructing
the Python-based RDF conversion framework while the math students prepared
a SPARQL-driven data exploration and analytics workflow in R. When the in-
tegrity of the basic “ingest” pipeline was established through SPARQL-based
unit testing and exploration, the computer science sub-team turned to engineer-
ing a workflow in R for constructing the event tensor. The DARL group project
focused on applying the event tensor structure to analytics questions from sci-
ence mentors from CASE during weekly meetings.

Data exploration focused on extracting, representing and understanding the
continuous, “raw” sensor data in the graph. During the analytics phases the
characteristics of the scientific questions being asked drove the “data engineer-
ing” sub-team to a more conceptual or semantics-driven structuring of the data
informed by the experimental events captured in the event log, enabling the “an-
alytics” sub-team to more readily compare the effects of environment (esp. CO2
and humidity levels) during sampling with the physiological and cognitive results

18 Blazegraph was used for this work https://www.blazegraph.com/
19 NSF Award #1331023: Data Analytics Throughout Undergraduate Mathematics

(DATUM) https://nsf.gov/awardsearch/showAward?AWD_ID=1331023

https://www.blazegraph.com/
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collected during those events. The resulting event-based semantic-driven frame-
work, integrated within R, thereby provided a powerful framework for dynamic
integrated analyses across the data modalities.

3.1 From Raw to Linked Data

Listing 1.1 illustrates the linked data structure used for encoding all measure-
ments. CSVs of continuous environmental and physiological data downloaded
from HADatAc were pre-organized in a self-contained, measurement-per-row
format and included details such as the test subject ID, variable name (the
“characteristic”) and unit of measure, instrument, etc.; in some cases URIs used
internally in the HADatAc representation were included. Each measurement
sub-graph was extended at RDF conversion to include metadata from the experi-
mental log such as the day-date, experimental phase and subject group (cohort).
Sampled data was provided in irregularly-structured CSVs, but the same RDF
structure was used to ensure a uniform semantic structure to simplify dataframe
construction in R.

Listing 1.1. Measurement semantics: RDF of an cognitive test result
@prefix foaf: <http://xmlns.com/foaf/> .
@prefix xsd: <http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#> .
@prefix rdfs: <http://www.w3.org/2000/01/rdf-schema#> .
@prefix rdf: <http://www.w3.org/1999/02/22-rdf-syntax-ns#> .
@prefix hadatac: <http://hadatac.org/2017/05/hadatac#> .
@prefix oboe: <https://semtools.ecoinformatics.org/oboe#> .

<http://incite.org/cbis_feb_2017/SGQ/Sample_1> a oboe:Measurement ;
hadatac:hasTimestamp "2017-02-07T12:45:28"ˆˆxsd:dateTime ;
hadatac:hasDay_Date <http://incite.org/cbis_feb_2017/Day_1_2_7_17> ;
hadatac:hasExperiment_Phase <http://incite.org/cbis_feb_2017/Group_A> ;
hadatac:hasObject_id <http://hadatac.org/kb/case#SBJ-CBIS-Feb-2017-04> ;
hadatac:hasValue "13" ;
hadatac:hasElevation "0.0" ;
hadatac:hasCharacteristic "STICSA-G Somatic" ;
hadatac:hasCharacteristic_uri <http://hadatac.org/ont/case#ATTYP-SGQ-somatic> ;
hadatac:hasUnit "dimensionless unit" ;
hadatac:hasUnit_uri <http://geneontology.org/GO.format.obo-1_2.shtml#UO_0000186> ;
hadatac:hasInstrument_model "SGQ: SG Questionnaire" ;
hadatac:hasInstrument_uri <http://hadatac.org/kb/case#INS-SGQ> ;
hadatac:hasPlatform_name "The Platform" ;
hadatac:hasPlatform_uri <http://hadatac.org/kb/case#CH-AQ-CBIS-Feb-2017> ;
hadatac:hasEntity "human" ;
hadatac:hasEntity_uri <http://semanticscience.org/resource/Human> .

An additional semantic “layer” was introduced by classifying measurement
characteristics by physical environment, physiological, cognitive or stress indica-
tor. As Algorithm 1 shows, this measurement class was used as an “outer” layer
of looping in the generation of the event tensor.

The following ontologies and vocabularies were used to annotate experimental
data as it was ingested into the HADatAc instance and during the generation of
the CBIS Pilot Study knowledge graph:

– Core Ontologies: foaf 20, xsd 21, rdfs 22, rdf 23

20 http://xmlns.com/foaf/
21 http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#
22 http://www.w3.org/2000/01/rdf-schema#
23 http://www.w3.org/1999/02/22-rdf-syntax-ns#

http://xmlns.com/foaf/
http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#
http://www.w3.org/2000/01/rdf-schema#
http://www.w3.org/1999/02/22-rdf-syntax-ns#


– Sensor/measurement Ontologies: hasco 24, hasneto 25 oboe 26

– Study-specific Vocabulary: hadatac 27

The use of uniform entity identifiers for test subjects, sampling events and
other key metadata logged during the experiment, enabled sub-graphs represent-
ing physical environment, physiological, cognitive test results, and stress indica-
tor levels to be easily integrated into a unified knowledge graph embodying the
experiment.

3.2 Exploring Continuous Data via the Graph

The integrity of the linked data conversion of the pilot study source data was
verified by having the team produce visualizations of the raw time series data
based solely on queries into the knowledge graph, annotated with experimental
metadata also pulled from the graph. One example is shown in Figure 3. The
lines depict the indoor air quality sensor data over time. The bars indicate when
the experiments of the subject cohorts were conducted.

Fig. 3. Temporal visualization of “raw” continuous data. Lines are air quality sensors
over time. Bars indicate experiment periods.

Having the experimental dataset in graph form provides analysts with many
opportunities to manually explore it with agility. One of the concerns of the pilot
study dataset was missing data (“missingness”) due to factors ranging from the
execution of the experiment to the impact of severe weather on Day 3. The team
was able to easily construct queries and related visualizations in R to characterize
aspects of this missingness by event; one such example is shown in Figure 4.

24 http://hadatac.org/ont/hasco/
25 http://hadatac.org/ont/hasneto#(depreciated)
26 https://semtools.ecoinformatics.org/oboe#
27 http://hadatac.org/2017/05/hadatac#

http://hadatac.org/ont/hasco/
http://hadatac.org/ont/hasneto# (depreciated)
https://semtools.ecoinformatics.org/oboe#
http://hadatac.org/2017/05/hadatac# 


Fig. 4. Visualizing “missingness” of subject physiological data across the study period.
Color indicates the amount of data during each experimental event for each subject.

The exploration of the raw data demonstrated the usefulness of the seman-
talytics approach for agile querying and visualization of the raw experimental
data. Student researchers were able to rapidly explore a wide variety of visual-
izations and statistical analyses as a class project. The analysis revealed that
cross-modality analysis could be achieved by aggregated summary statistics for
each experimental event in order to to directly answer the questions the scientists
were asking of the data. This motivated the tensor approach.

4 Developing the Event Tensor

Answering the core scientific questions posed by the pilot study, including ac-
curately analyzing the effects of environmental factors — especially CO2, tem-
perature, dew point and humidity — on individual and collective cognitive and
stress response, can be challenging. For each test subject during a given executive
function test, saliva sample or sphygmomanometer reading a unique time stamp
is recorded. To compare responses for each step, we need to uniformly gather
critical statistics for each measure for an equivalent sample window leading up
to the sample point (time stamp) for that step.

In this section we describe the conceptual structure of our 5-D tensor and
outline its implementation in R, including SPARQL queries and R data frames.

4.1 Event Tensor Conceptual Structure

The purpose of the CBIS Event Tensor is to store the experiment’s summary
statistics in a compact way that is easily accessible but still sufficient for most
analyses of interest. The modes, or dimensions, of the tensor are suggested nat-
urally by the components of the data. They are:

1. Types of measurements: physiological (heart rate, breathing rate, minute
ventilation measured by Hexoskin); physical environment (temperature, CO2
level, dew point, humidity); result of stress indicator test event

2. Events defined by time-stamped samples for each experiment: cognitive tests
(11 tests/day; variable number of questions/test); stress tests measured 3
samples a day by saliva (sAA, cortisol) or sphygmomanometer (heart rate,
systolic and diastolic blood pressure) with 2-4 number readings/sample



3. Days: Three study days
4. Subjects: Twelve test subjects
5. Summary statistics: Mean, median, variance, number of samples

A cell in the event tensor may therefore be accessed by choosing instances of each
mode as indices. The specific analysis will dictate how best to retrieve cells: for
example, individual values might be retrieved (“the means for Subject 3 ’s heart
rate associated with the Immediate Word Recall event”). Exposing relevant data
from an analysis usually requires “matricizing” the event tensor, or combining
together some of its modes to form a matrix; different analyses will require
different matricizations. A matrix constructed from a SPARQL query can be
stored as an R data frame.

For continuous data, each intersecting tensor cell contains the summary
statistics over a window of data, for an individual subject, on a given day.
The sample period is the five minutes prior to the maximum timestamp of a
given sampling event. For time-stamped data, the tensor cell contains the data
sampled during that event, e.g. a Word Recall score or blood pressure reading.

Structurally, we can organize the data by modes with events as columns;
subject-days as rows; variable types as “slices,” with each cell containing the set
of summary statistics or sample value. The left half of Figure 5 illustrates the
overall structure of the tensor; the right half of Figure 5 depicts the sampling
window associated with an event and how that relates to the summary statistics
that comprise a “cell”.

Fig. 5. 5-D Event Tensor Structure and Cell Details. Subject and Day modes are
combined into a single dimension to simplify the figure.

4.2 Sensor Tensor Cell Structure

Algorithm 1 provides a pseudocode representation of the code for constructing
the event tensor, following the schematic shown in Figure 5. The outer loop is the



mode representing the largest conceptual subdivision of the graph, the category
of the measurement (environment, physiological, executive function, or stress in-
dicator). Inner loops parse the graph by the additional modes, including the day
and subject, and iterate over available indicators of each type. For convenience
of storage, we reshape the 5-D event tensor into a 4D tensor by combining the
day and subject modes. 28

Summary statistics were generated for each continuous study variable over
a designated sample window (e.g. 300 seconds) and the resulting concise repre-
sentation of the data was written to the final data structure. The resulting 5-D
tensor was saved by “slice” to the file system as individual RData files29, which
can be directly loaded into R by collaborators.

Input : Knowledge graph containing pilot study data
Output: Event tensor ”slices” containing per-subject, per-day, per-event summary statistics

for each study indicator
;
Let E be event tensor
Events ← {all cognitive events} ∪ {all saliva events} ∪ {all heart rate, systolic and diastolic

blood pressure events}
Types ← {all environmental types} ∪ {all physiological types} ∪ {all cognitive types} ∪ {all

stress indicator types}
for every type in Types do

for every event in Events do
for every day in Days do

for every subject in Subjects do
Get sample window for (type, event, day, subject)
E[type, event, day, subject, mean]← mean() over data in sample window
E[type, event, day, subject, median]← median() over data in sample
window

E[type, event, day, subject, variance]← variance() over data in
sample window

E[type, event, day, subject, size]← size() of data in sample window
end

end
Write out RData file for E[type, event, :, :, :]

end

end

Algorithm 1: Constructing the Pilot Study Event Tensor

5 Data Analysis Using the Event Tensor

The design of our semantics-driven analytical pipeline followed the driving ques-
tions of the pilot study:

28 Specifying a colon “:” in a tensor’s entries means that that mode is allowed to take
all of its possible values. For example, E[type,event,day,subject, :] returns all
of the statistics for the tuple (type, event, day, subject).

29 See “R Data Format Family (.rdata, .rda)”, Library of Congress http://bit.ly/
2pVpFxJ

http://bit.ly/2pVpFxJ
http://bit.ly/2pVpFxJ


1. Does the design of the “built environment” — the characteristics of the
physical space — contribute to indoor air quality (IAQ)? In particular, what
effect does changing the ventilation system and including a biomediation
system such as AMPS have on IAQ factors such as CO2 level, temperature,
dew point and humidity?

2. Does IAQ, especially levels of exhaled CO2 in a room scale environment,
affect human subjects’ physiological response?

3. Does IAQ affect human subjects stress response and cognitive performance?

Question 1 is meant to verify that the pilot study design produces significant
changes in the environmental indicators, the independent variables of the analy-
sis. Since the IAQ indicators were continuously sampled for the duration of the
study period, the qualitative effects of changing the ventilation system over the
study period were easily visualized with the help of a event-driven data structure.
As discussed in Section 3, blocks of categorized and otherwise partitioned mea-
surement data were extracted from the knowledge graph using SPARQL queries
directly from R, and multi-variate time series visualizations of that categorized
data, such as Figure 5, were easily constructed.

Question 2 introduces subtler challenges into the analysis due to the hetero-
geneity of the physiological data and the differences in collection time for each
type and subject. The physiological data contains both streaming data from hex-
oskins and discretely-sampled data, such as heart rates collected from the sphyg-
momanometers. We refined the categorical extraction of the data with additional
metadata on the collection instrument and used this to guide normalization and
summary statistic calculation of each category of data for analysis. especially
the collection instrument. For example, a subject’s continuous hexoskin heart
rate samples for a given day are more reliable if they were “calibrated” to that
subject’s sphygmomanometer reading from the beginning of the day.

The scientific team recognized that comparing individual physiological re-
sponses across subjects and days would be challenging, given that multiple un-
synchronized sampling events occurred throughout the day. Our event tensor
construction algorithm aggregated summary statistics for continuous variables
for the five minutes prior to each sampling event and aligned those summaries
by event, thereby enabling comparison and analysis of responses as suggested by
the scientists at the most appropriate resolution.

It is easier to investigate Question 2 when the summary statistics have been
aligned by event in the tensor, but the primary motivation for the tensor’s struc-
ture comes from Question 3. As with the sampled sphygmomanometer data, each
subject’s executive function and saliva sample events are not aligned with the
same events for other subjects. Examining the effect of an IAQ factor on a partic-
ular cognitive function outcome across subjects requires us to access summary
statistics from these different windows based on this notion of an event. The
event tensor provides direct access to summary statistics that have been aligned
by event.

Figures 6, 7, and 8 are examples of visualizations and analyses that were
framed and expedited using the event tensor. In Figure 6 the objective was to



visualize the daily variations of salivary cortisol and sAA by sampling event. The
structure of the tensor made generating variations of this plot using ggplot2[11]
and producing associated statistical tests such as ANOVA easy; the most relevant
plot is shown. In the event tensor, the data used to construct a single boxplot
are stored as the vector E[stress event, result, day, :, mean] for varying
values of stress event and day

Fig. 6. Comparing salivary cortisol, sAA, and heart rate at sampling events across
study days.

Figure 7 illustrates how the knowledge graph facilitates the calculation of
correlations between the summary statistics of environmental sensors and subject
stress indicators, grouped by event. The correlation analysis is performed on the
event tensor, matricized to have one row per event-type.

Fig. 7. Correlation matrix for cortisol and salivary alpha amylase events.



Figure 8 provides a comprehensive view of the distinct air quality experienced
by each subject each day at each stage of the experiment using a Principal
Component Analysis (PCA) biplot of the mean environmental sensors by event.
Each dot represents a subject colored by day. The PCA is performed on the
event tensor, matricized to have one row per subject-day.

Fig. 8. Event-based PCA biplot of room sensors examining air quality and subject
response by subjects each day. Each point is a subject by colored by day.

6 Conclusions and Future Work

Our team successfully implemented an event-based, semantics-driven framework
for heterogeneous data integration, analytic dataset construction and data anal-
ysis. By applying linked data principles and using domain-specific and authori-
tative ontologies as our information scaffold, our prototype framework composed
a knowledge graph of observed data representing a variety of data types, ranging
from real-time (streaming) air-quality and physiological measures to question-
naires and biological test results. Leveraging SPARQL within R, our method-
ology creates a multidimensional tensor structured around per-subject observa-
tional events, which serves as the integrated basis for analysis and modeling.

Ultimately, this work demonstrated that event-based semantic integration of
heterogeneous data can provide insight across the different experimental data
types by enabling a unified analysis of the different data modes unified through
the “lens” of the event structure of the experiment.

Future work will focus on enriching knowledge graphs representing experi-
mental data with summary statistics that embody the event tensor; developing
necessary extensions to R to facilitate updating the knowledge graph with ana-
lytic results; and using this work as a launching pad for exploring the relationship



between the conceptual structure of hypotheses, experimental design and the
analytical data structures that most efficiently and effective answer scientists’
questions. , In particular, we aim to:

– Utilize the statistics (STATO [5]) and PROV-O [8] ontologies to properly
represent the event tensor summary statistics in the knowledge graph. This
should include not only classifying the statistical results, but the provenance
of their individual calculation.

– Generalize the event tensor generation algorithm and implement a publicly
available R package to popularize the semantics-driven event tensor method-
ology.

– Explore more rigorously the role that the inherent semantics of hypotheses
play in the construction of the experimental knowledge graph and the an-
alytics pipeline, especially the core analytics data structure (e.g. the event
tensor).
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Appendix: Summary of Cognitive Tests

The following cognitive tests were administered to subject once per day on each
of the three study days and are measures of different aspects of cognition:

1. The number of correct responses on the Compound Remote Associates test
is used as a measure of verbal problem solving.

2. The number of correct responses on a set of word recall tests is a measure
of verbal memory. Immediate Word Recall was administered immediately to
assess working memory; Delayed Word Recall was administered after a delay
to assess long-term memory; Cued Word Recall was administered to assess
cued long-term memory.

3. The Indoor Environmental Quality (IEQ) test is used to assess how individ-
uals rate, on a Likert-type scale[6], dimensions of the space (e.g. air quality,
noise, etc.).

4. The number of correct responses on the Mental Rotation Test is used as a
measure of spatial problem-solving.

30 https://nsf.gov/awardsearch/showAward?AWD_ID=1331023
31 http://idea.rpi.edu

https://nsf.gov/awardsearch/showAward?AWD_ID=1331023
http://idea.rpi.edu


5. Self-reported measures of emotions were determined with several tests using
a Likert-type scale with (Positive And Negative Affect Score, PAN Ques-
tionnaire; Perceived Stress Scale, PSSF Questionnaire; Affective Slider and
Self-Assessment Manikin Tests, R Scale; State Trait Inventory of Somatic
and Cognitive Anxiety, SAB Questionnaire.

6. Health related symptoms (e.g. runny nose, headache, etc.) were self-reported
using a Likert-type scale (SYM Questionnaire).
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